
 

Monday 29th June 2020 
Year 6 Maths practise 

LI: To multiply and divide by multiples of 10 

 

1) Use the place value chart to help you solve the following questions. 

Multiply        Divide 

a) 6.54 x 100 

b) 0.02 x 1000 

c) 0.081 x 100 

d) 0.409 x 100 

e) 5.325 x 100 

f) 1.24 x 10 x 100 

g) 5.064 x 100 x 10 

h) 3.28 x 1000x 10 

 

2)                        3)   

 

 

 

 

 



 

Tuesday 30th June 2020 
Year 6 Writing Practise 

 

LI: To write a film review 

 

 

 

Have you seen a film recently that you really enjoyed? 

Who are the main characters? 

What genre is the film?           Where is it set? 

   Why do you think someone should watch it?   

        What did you particularly like about it? 

 

 



 
Wednesday 1st July 2020 

Year 6 SPAG 

LI: To identify spelling, grammar and punctuation errors in a piece of writing 

 

Your mission to identify and correct the mistakes in the piece of writing below. 

Then tally up how many of each mistake you have found. 
 

There are 19 spelling mistakes, 9 of these are words that are incorrect homophones. There are also 8 punctuation 

errors 3 and 5 grammatical errors. 

 

dr grants lights were still on his curtains were the colour of ripe peaches a lantern swaying on his porch 

threw a pool of soft shifting light over the flagstone’s and gravel outside the front door 

annie stared and stared as if she had never see bright light before in the gloom of the great storm nothing 

had looked quite definite and many things looked frightening the reaching arms of the tree the fallen body 

of the milk churn the gleam and flash of water there was danger too of meeting those scary things that 

only come out at night boggles and boggarts and the black dog shuck and worst of all their was the ghost 

but now in the clear light there was no longer room for anything uncertain or ghostly 

annie relaxed her grip on the horse and took a deep breathe when she slowly let her breath out again she 

felt as if she had been holding it in ever since she left home. so annie said the horseman “this is where i 

must leave you” 

come in cried annie im sure you can come in 

you must go your way and i mine  said the horseman shaking his head and taking great care to stop his 

horse from putting so much as a hoof into the pool of light  your sister and her baby will be all right 

so annie swung down from the saddle and stood on the gravel feeling rather shaky she looked up at the 

man still unsmiling and sitting so still 

thank you cried annie thank you i was so afraid she shook her head i was afraid of meeting the ghost 

there was no fear of that said the horseman annie he said I am the ghost. 

 

 



Thursday 2nd July 2020 
 

Year 6 Writing Practise 

 

LI: To explain reasons for an argument 

 

 

 

Boris Johnson has suggested that children may need to repeat the same 

school year again. 

Do you agree or disagree that this should happen? 
 

Write about what you think and explain why. 

 

Here are some sentence starters to help you. 

 



  
Friday 3rd July 2020 

 

Year 6 Times Tables practise 

Times tables is an important focus and something that needs to be kept on top of and 

constantly recited in order to keep the knowledge and skills fresh! 

What I would like you to do is: 

1. Recall/recite and write out the 3s, 6s, 7s, 8s, 9s and 12 times tables 

2. Link them to other times tables, e.g. the 6 times tables and 3 times tables are linked – 

but how?  

3. Then, look at what happens when you do 3 x 40 and 4 x 40 etc. how does this link to 

the original times tables? Then try 3 x 400 and 4 x 400 etc 


